Abstract. We consider derivation of the effective potential for a scalar field in curved space-time within the physical regularization scheme, using two sorts of covariant cut-off regularizations. The first one is based on the local momentum representation and Riemann normal coordinates and the second is operatorial regularization, based on the Fock-Schwinger-DeWitt proper-time representation. We show, on the example of a self-interacting scalar field, that these two methods produce equal results for divergences, but the first one gives more detailed information about the finite part. Furthermore, we calculate the contribution from a massive fermion loop and discuss renormalization group equations and their interpretation for the multi-mass theories.
Introduction
Recently there was a growing interest in the more physical regularization and renormalization schemes in curved space-time. In particular, one can mention the papers on deriving the energy-momentum tensor of vacuum in momentum cut-off regularization [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] from one side and intensive discussions of physical interpretation of renormalization group from another one [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] .
One of the outputs of the works on the cut-off approach is that this regularization may produce an explicit breaking of the local Lorentz invariance [18] and also of general covariance. Therefore, it would be interesting to have an example of the cut-off-based calculations which preserve both symmetries explicitly.
The effective potential of a scalar field in curved space-time have been studied in a number of papers starting from [19, 20, 21, 22] (see [23] for further references). In particular, a very general expression for such an effective potential has been obtained in [22] via the renormalization group method. Indeed, this means the Minimal Subtraction scheme of renormalization, when the effect of masses of the quantum fields are either ignored or taken into account through the heuristic method. An additional motivation for a more physical renormalization and regularization schemes comes from inflationary side. In the recent paper [24] it was shown (see also previous works [25] in this direction) that the Higgs-based inflation, originally invented by A. Guth [26] , can be consistent with known observational tests if assuming that the Higgs field H couples non-minimally to scalar curvature. Let us remark that the corresponding term ξRH * H is requested in order to make Standard Model of elementary particles multiplicatively renormalizable in curved space-time [23] . The value of ξ should be of the order of 10 4 − 10 5 , but this does not pose a problem, because the dimensional quantity |ξR| does not exceed the square of the Higgs mass. The great difference between the Higgs-based and inflaton-based inflationary models is that the Higgs field probably does exist. Therefore, the model of [26, 24] should be considered as the first candidate to describe an inflationary paradigm [27] . According to the further works on Higgs inflation [28] and [29] (see also [30] and references therein), the renormalization group -based quantum correction to the Higgs potential play an essential role in this inflationary model, such that taking them into account leads to important restrictions for the Higgs mass. This result was essentially based on the well-known renormalization group derivation of effective potential in curved space-time, completely equivalent to the one which was first performed in [22, 23] ), and concerns both one-and two-loop contributions. However, as far as this derivation is based on the Minimal Subtraction scheme of renormalization, it would be interesting to verify what is the effects of the masses of quantum fields by direct calculation. In order to address the issues of covariant cut-off and of the effect of masses on the Higgs potential in curved space, we perform direct calculation of the one-loop effective potential of a scalar field in curved space-time. We consider two sorts of covariant cut-off regularizations. The first one is based on the local momentum representation, which is due to the use of Riemann normal coordinates, and the second is the so-called operatorial regularization, based on the Fock-Schwinger-DeWitt proper-time representation. It was demonstrated recently in [31] that these two types of regularizations give equivalent results in flat space-time. In view of this, our calculations can be seen as an extension of the same statement to a curved space.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we perform calculation for a self-interacting scalar field through the cut-off regularization in the local momentum representation. In Sect. 3 we consider a technically simpler scheme of operatorial regularization cut-off. In Sect. 4 we extend the previous results to the fermion contributions. In Sect. 5 the µ-dependence and renormalization group equations for the parameters of the theory are discussed. Finally, in Sect. 6 we draw our conclusions.
Covariant momentum cut-off calculation
The effective potential is defined as the zero-order term in the derivative expansion of the effective action of a mean scalar field,
The calculation of V ef f (ϕ) can be performed for constant ϕ, in different theories with different content of quantum fields. In this paper we consider two examples, namely selfinteracting scalar field and also fermion field with Yukawa coupling to the background scalar, both in curved space-time.
Our starting point will be the action of a real scalar field
where V (ϕ) + m 2 ϕ 2 is the minimal potential term and ξRϕ 2 is the non-minimal addition, which is necessary for formulating renormalizable theory in curved space-time. In flat space R = 0 and hence the non-minimal term vanish. Our purpose is to derive one-loop correction to Eq. (2) in the constant scalar case. We perform calculations in four spacetime dimensions. Hence we are mainly interested in the renormalizable case V = f ϕ 4 /4.
However in this section we shall use general notation V (ϕ), as being more compact and general. Let us emphasize that the theory of scalar field (2) is renormalizable in the framework of semiclassical gravity [23] . In this approach the metric is not quantized and represents a classical background for the quantum matter (in our case scalar) fields. The consistency and status of semiclassical approach has been recently discussed in [27] .
In what follows we briefly consider the flat case first. One can see, e.g., [32] for a very pedagogical exposition with full details, despite there is some difference with our method. Recently, a similar calculation in flat space-time has been performed in [33] , for a model of two scalar fields coupled to massless fermions. Since the main target of this work was an application to cosmology, it would be interesting to extend the result by taking curvature into account.
At the second stage of the work, we will take care about linear in curvature corrections. We stop at the first order because it is sufficient for our purposes and because calculations become too cumbersome in the next-order approximation. However, the normal coordinate method enables one, in principle, to perform calculations to any given order in curvature tensor and its derivatives and also can be helpful to evaluate higher loops contributions.
Flat space calculation
The result for the flat space is pretty well known [34] . The derivation for the massive case can be found, e.g., in the text-book [32] , where it was obtained via Feynman diagrams. We can also arrive at the same result via the path integral functional methods. The starting point is the following expression:
whereV
where S 2 (ϕ) is the bilinear form of the classical action in the background-field formalism [35] . The last term in (4) can be seen as normalization of a functional integral. This term arises naturally through the diagrammatic representation of effective potential (see, e.g., [32] ). In curved space-time the second term gets dependent on the metric and hence become relevant. Here and below we omit an infinite volume factor. Let us note that the one-loop contribution (4) represents a quantum correction to the complete expression V (ϕ) + m 2 ϕ 2 /2 and not just for V (ϕ). The same notations will be used in what follows.
By introducing four-dimensional momentum cut-off Ω, we arrive at the result
After taking this intergal we obtain
In the last expressions we have included the ϕ-independent m 4 -type terms, which are indeed part of the second term in (4). The naive quantum contribution (6) must be 1 In all momentum integrals we assume that the Euclidean rotation is performed.
supplemented by an appropriate local counterterm, which we choose in the form
As a result we eliminate both quadratic and logarithmic divergences and arrive at the simple form of renormalized effective potential
Looking at the counterterms (9) it is easy to see that the renormalizable theory is the one which has V (ϕ) = const × ϕ 4 . The reason is that for this potential the counterterms have the same form as the classical potential with an additional cosmological constant. At the next stage we will see that the same feature holds in curved space if the non-minimal term ξRϕ 2 is introduced.
Riemann normal coordinates
Riemann normal coordinates represent a useful tool for deriving local quantities, such as divergences or effective potential. These coordinates are based on the geodesic lines which link some fixed point P ′ (x µ′ ) with other points. We can always assume that g µν (P ′ ) = η µν . One can fix the initial conditions for the geodesic lines in such a way that the metric in the point P (x µ ) becomes a Taylor series in the deviation y µ = x µ′ − x µ . The coefficients of such an expansion are curvature tensor, its contractions and covariant derivatives at the point P ′ . In the present work we will be interested only in the first order in curvature terms, and therefore all expansions will be taken in linear approximation.
For instance, for the metric tensor we meet [36] 
The bilinear operator of the action (2) is
Of course, the term −ξR must be also expanded, but as far as we keep only first order in curvature, this is not relevant.
The main advantage of the local momentum representation is that all calculations can be performed in flat space-time (but with modified elements of Feynman technique) and the result for some local quantity can be always presented in a covariant way. For instance, the equation for the propagator of the scalar field has the form
It proves better to work with the modified propagator [37] Ḡ(x, x ′ ), wherê
It is important for us that the r.h.s. of the last relation does not depend on the metric, because we are going to use the relation Tr lnĤ = − Tr ln G(x, x ′ ) to obtain the dependence on curvature.
The explicit form ofḠ(x, x ′ ) is known for a long time [37] for the free V ′′ = 0 case. As far as V ′′ = const, we can simply replace m 2 bym 2 = m 2 + V ′′ and obtain, in the linear in curvature approximation,
Now it is a simple exercise to expand Tr lnĤ = − Tr ln G(x, x ′ ) up to the first order in the scalar curvature. We definê
and consider
The first term in the last expression has been calculated in the previous subsection, and the second one can be transformed as follows:
The last integration is trivial due to a simple form ofḠ 0 (k) andḠ 1 (k) =Ḡ 1 (−k) in (15), the final result reads
Similar to the flat space case, the potential must be modified by adding a counterterm
as a result one eliminates quadratic and logarithmic divergences and arrive at the renormalized expression
Obviously, the renormalizable theory is the one which has the non-minimal term in the classical expression (2), without this term we can not deal with the corresponding counterterm (21) . Making covariant generalization of the flat-space result (10) and summing it up with (22), we arrive at the complete one-loop renormalized expression
where we restored the loop expansion parameter at its place and also included the classical density of the cosmological constant term, ρ Λ , both for the sake of completeness. Let us note that the ambiguity related to µ can be eliminated by imposing renormalization conditions. Furthermore, µ cancels automatically if we take into account the renormalization relations for the coupling f and mass m in the renormalizable case V = f ϕ 4 /4. This follows from the overall µ-independence of the effective action. However, in curved space-time the dependence on µ may be a useful tool for exploring different limits of effective action, such as the limit of short distances, the limit of strong scalar field or their combination [22, 23] (see further references therein). Furthermore, as it was recently discussed in [15] the µ-dependence can be an indication to the physical running of the cosmological constant. The numerical evaluation of the relative importance of the gravitational term in (23) is strongly dependent on the mass m of the field under discussion, on the value of ξ and on the magnitude of curvature scalar in the given physical problem. It is easy to see that the relation between "flat" and "curved" terms in (23) is the same for classical and quantum one-loop terms. In the case when the scalar field is the Standard Model Higgs, we can assume the mass of the order of 100 GeV . The magnitude of ξ which is needed for the Higgs inflation model of [24] is about 4 · 10 4 . Then it is easy to see that the value of curvature when the gravitational term in (23) become dominating, is defined from the relation ξR = m 2 , hence the critical value is R ∝ 0.25 GeV 2 . In the cosmological setting the corresponding value of the Hubble parameter is, therefore, H ∝ GeV , which is much greater than the phenomenologically acceptable value. From one side, this shows that the requested value of ξ is not unnaturally large, because the dimensional product ξR remains small in at least most of the inflationary period. From another side, as it was discussed in [28, 29] (see further references therein) the predictions of the theory are sufficiently sensible to the quantum corrections and this can lead to the constraints on the Higgs mass.
Operatorial cut-off regularization
Another possibility is to implement the cut-off regularization in a covariant manner via the Schwinger-DeWitt proper-time representation. Let us note that similar calculation for the massless case, using dimensional regularization, has been performed earlier in [38] . The effective action can be written in the form (in Euclidean case)
Tr lim
where L is the cut-off parameter. Let us remember that the heat-kernel can be presented as [39] (see also [40, 41] and further references therein)
Here σ(x, x ′ ) is the geodesic distance between the two points x and x ′ . σ(x, x ′ ) satisfies an identity 2σ = (∇σ) 2 = σ µ σ µ and vanish in the coincidence limit
which is a double tensor density, with respect to the both space-time arguments x and x ′ . Taking into account the mentioned features of the geodesic distance σ(x, x ′ ), it is easy to see that the divergences are concentrated in the coincidence limits of the first three Schwinger-DeWitt coefficients, namelȳ
where a k = lim
The expressions for the a 0 , a 1 and a 2 are well known [39] (see also Appendix B of [42] for the expressions with cut-off regularizations). In the scalar field case, for a constant background field we immediately obtain from (28) the expression
where we disregarded the higher-curvature terms. The comparison between the divergences calculated with the two types of cut-off shows that (29) is equivalent to the sum of (7) and (19) if we identify the two cut-off parameters Ω and L. It is possible now to make a comparison between the two cut-off schemes. The both give equivalent ϕ-dependent divergent parts, however the local momentum cut-off method is capable to provide also a complete expressions for the finite part of the one-loop effective potential (8) and (20) . In the case of the proper-time cut-off scheme one can also arrive at the same renormalized expression (23) through the renormalization-group approach [22] . However this requires an ad hoc identification of µ 2 with m 2 + V ′′ . At the same time such an identification arises quite naturally within the local momentum cut-off method, because in this case we can work directly with the finite part of the renormalized effective potential (23) .
Some additional remark would be in order. A natural tentation would be calculate the effective potential directly by using the method of summing up the Schwinger-DeWitt series [43] . However this idea meets an obstacle when it is used to calculate static quantities such as quantum corrections to the cosmological constant [44] . The reason is that the final output of this approach is a form factor which is given by an algebraic function of D'Alembert operator (covariant Laplacian in Euclidean case) acting on generalized curvature. In the static case, acting on a constant gives zero and hence this method in its original form is not efficient. The same applies also to the scalar field potential, because according to Eq. (1) the derivatives of a scalar go to the next term of the expansion of effective action. It would be an interesting excercize to modify the Schwinger-DeWitt series in such a way that the derivation of finite quantum corrections to the cosmological constant or to the potential of scalar field (these two are in fact closely related [15] ) become possible, but at the moment the perspective of such calculation looks unclear. At the same time one can perfectly calculate the effective potential in the form of expansion in curvature tensor directly by using normal coordinates, as use did in the previous section 3 . We can conclude that the two methods perfectly complement each other, because they enable one to identify µ 2 as m 2 + V ′′ or other similar expression which shows up in other models. We will discuss an application of this idea in the next section.
Fermion contributions
As a practical application of the equivalence between the two cut-off schemes, let us consider the contribution of the fermion field with Yukawa interaction,
As far as we are interested in the effective potential, the calculation can be done for a constant ϕ and hence we can denotem
Taking the Grassmann parity into account, the object of our interest is
As far as the result is expected to be even inm (see, e.g., [45] ), one can perform the transformation
The last product can be cast into the form
Using the proper-time method we arrive at the expression for divergences
where we neglected the higher-curvature terms.
3 Unfortunately, this method is useless for the cosmological constant case. 4 The operation of Tr is defined without taking statistics into account.
By using equivalence between the two cut-off schemes, we can easily write down the finite part of the renormalized one-loop contribution to the effective potential, namelȳ
If we compare this result to the one of the Minimal Subtraction scheme of renormalization, it is clear that the correct identification of µ 2 ism 2 = (m f + hϕ) 2 .
Renormalization group
Let us come back to the scalar result (23) and use it as an example of how the renormalization group equations for the parameters of the potential can be obtained. For this end we have to restrict our consideration by the renormalizable case V = λϕ 4 /4!, such that V ′′ = λϕ 2 /2 and the counterterms ∆V = ∆V 0 + ∆V 1 R, with ∆V 0 from (9) and ∆V 1 from (21), have the same dependence on ϕ as the corresponding classical terms. In order to obtain the renormalization group equations for the parameters one has to assume that the renormalized effective potential is equal to the bare effective potential. This statement is an intrinsic feature of the effective action which can be easily proved in a general form (see, e.g., [23] ). For the finite part of effective potential this means that the apparent µ-dependence of the renormalized effective potential (23) must be compensated by the µ-dependence of the independent parameters of the theory, namely λ, m and ρ Λ . Therefore one can easily find λ(µ), m(µ) and ρ Λ (µ) directly from (23) . We leave this calculation as an exercise for the interested reader and instead will obtain the corresponding β-functions from the infinite renormalization of the classical action, similar as it is done in the MS-scheme and dimensional regularization [23] .
The classical (extended by mass and non-minimal terms) potential, with the added counterterm, form the renormalized classical potential, which should be equal to the bare one, hence
The l.h.s. of this relation does depend on µ explicitly and the r.h.s. does not. This condition should be satisfied for all terms separately, because there are arbitrary quantities ϕ and R. Therefore, using (9) and (21), we arrive at the equations
At this stage we can apply the conventional wisdom to take derivatives µ , ξ (0) and λ (0) and set them to zero. As a result we arrive at the following β-functions:
where the initial points of the renormalization group trajectories is defined at some reference value (scale) µ 0 . The solution of these equations is well-known, e.g., in the leading-log approximation we have
where we restored for further convenience 6 It is easy to check that if we replace these solutions into the renormalized effective potential (23), the dependence on µ completely disappears in the O( )-terms. Definitely, this does not mean that the effective potential becomes trivial, because the real content of quantum corrections is related to the dependence on ϕ, which did not change under the procedure described above.
We can conclude that the µ-dependence is nothing but a useful tool for obtaining the dependence on ϕ, or on the derivatives of ϕ (or other mean field). This tool becomes especially important in those cases when the derivation of explicit dependence on the fields and their derivatives is not possible, as it was discussed recently in [15] for the case of external gravitational field.
The last observation is that the relation between µ-dependence and real effective potential may be rather nontrivial in a more complicated models. Consider, for example, a theory where the scalar field is coupled to different fermions with distinct masses. According to the result of the previous section, (36) , there is no unique identification of µ in this case. Therefore, one need to be very careful when using the renormalization group results for the massive theories, especially when different masses are present.
Conclusions
We have performed an explicitly covariant calculation of effective potential in two types of cut-off regularizations. The divergences are identical within the two approaches, but the covariant local momentum cut-off has an advantage to provide also the finite part of effective potential for the massive case and, consequently, it indicates the physical interpretation for the renormalization group parameter µ. It would be interesting to apply the same method to the derivation of the "Energy-Momentum Tensor" of vacuum and, in this way, resolve the amazing puzzle with non-covariant power-like divergences which were described recently in [2, 5, 6] . The work in this direction is in progress and the results of the calculations presented here are going to be useful in this respect.
Another important conclusion of our work is the restricted sense of the renormalization group -based quantum corrections for the quantum theory of massive fields, especially if different masses are present.
